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COVID-19 has had a significant impact on

the beef industry and on beef farmers and

ranchers. Restaurants shuttering, panic-

buying and plant closures and slowdowns

had a massive impact on the industry and

supply chain. For several weeks in April

and May, then again in June, July, and

August, virtually every national and local

media outlet covered beef shortages,

price increases and packing plant

illnesses daily. Social media echoed these

themes. Media coverage peaked in late

April and early May with Wendy's

temporarily limiting or removing burgers

from menus due to supply constraints. As

a result, all sectors of the industry have

had to adjust in order to minimize

production impacts and protect

consumer confidence in beef. While much

of this work continues, improvements in

the supply chain and the reopening of

economies have started to alleviate some

of the biggest industry impacts.

Check out this link to the BEEF ITS

WHATS FOR DINNER site and their

COVID-19 AND BEEF FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS

HOw has Covid 19 Impacted BEEF?
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On May 31, the animal rights group

Direction Action Everywhere (DxE)

published an interactive, crowdsourced

map revealing the locations of more than

27,500 "factory farms and other animal

facilities" in the U.S. The group claimed that

many of these farms do not appear in

public records.Known as Project

Counterglow, DxE called upon users of the

site to add new locations to the map,

including photos and videos obtained by

going to the farms and facilities. The Animal

Agriculture Alliance contacted the FBI and

Department of Homeland Security with

concerns regarding the map and DxE's

tactics.

I would encourage each of you to look at

this map and see if your property is listed.

Not that it matters or that you can change if

it's listed, but I think it is good to know the

facts.

Link: https://map.counterglow.org If you

need any help going online to look at the

map please contact Rowlynda.

DxE "Factory Farm"  Map

Farms that use ag byproducts for animal

feed, bedding materials, and dust

control may lose those through a bill

now in the California Senate.Assembly

Bill 2959 will force the unfranchised

hauling of organic byproducts from

grocery stores, restaurants, breweries,

and wineries to be subjected to the

same franchise agreements

municipalities now have with select

companies. Some fear the bill will go

further as unintended consequences are

realized.Louie. The bill addresses grocers,

retailers, and restaurants. There remains

some confusion about the bill's effect on

the sale of hulls and shells from tree

nuts, though most agree it will include

the byproducts of wine making, citrus

juice processing and breweries.The bill

will further compound the challenges of

meeting state mandates to divert

organic waste away from landfills.

Frank Konyn owns a dairy near

Escondido, Calif. and uses the feed

byproducts from local companies to feed

his cows. If approved, the proposed law

would ban him from hauling those

byproducts to his farm

Read The Full Article With A Local
Perspective Here

Ca bill could effectively ban feeding food

byproducts to livestock

https://www.beefitswhatsfordinner.com/newsroom/covid-19-faqs
https://www.farmprogress.com/livestock/california-bill-could-effectively-ban-feeding-food-byproducts-livestock?NL=WFP-01&Issue=WFP-01_20200723_WFP-01_556&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_1_b&utm_rid=CPG02000004140884&utm_campaign=51367&utm_medium=email&elq2=d79b48cf63b544b6ad5cfa6dbf4ceddd


Beef Checkoff, adjusted programming

Creating and updating multiple messaging and Q&A documents to answer and address consumer/stakeholder

questions about COVID-19 and beef.

Sharing and promoting content designed to help consumers prepare beef meals at home more often for more

people. 

Partnering with three nationally-recognized chefs to launch a Beef Substitutes campaign whereby each chef was

invited to find a creative way to substitute beef for a more commonly used protein in one of their favorite dishes.

Developing and distributing a new infographic and press release highlighting simple steak swaps to help consumers

navigate supply chain changes. 

Partnering with National Day Calendar to designate May 28 as National Beef Burger Day and creating a special

occasion for families across the country to come together (if only virtually) around their love of real beef burgers.

Kicking-off grilling season over Memorial Day weekend with a video featuring beef producers and highlighting how

beef farmers and ranchers are working to keep beef on grills during summer grilling season.

Launching United We Steak, an integrated summer grilling campaign encouraging Americans to unite around a

shared love of beef on the grill. The centerpiece of the campaign is 50 hand-carved, state-shaped steaks beautifully

featured in a variety of Beef. It's What's For Dinner. content and ads, including still photographs and a series of videos.

NCBA is a contractor to the Beef Checkoff, in the past few months they have had to adjust programming and, in

some cases, quickly develop new content and strategies in order to meet

changing consumer, influencer, supply chain and media needs due to the COVID-19

crisis. The goal was to support a positive marketing environment and maintain consumer confidence in beef.  These

included:

Does not recognize any of the existing

protections & management.

CA is already a global leader in marine

conservation and managed at both state

and federal levels.CA already has the most

restrictive marine environmental

management policies in the world.

Fishing closures will reduce revenues from

fishing licenses & boating fees.

This bill lacks clarity. It uses the term

“protection” but does not specify what

exactly that means. 

AB 3030 would severely restrict

recreational activities at a time when

more, not less, open space is necessary for

the enjoyment of all CA.

The Coastal Conservation Association of

California (CCA CAL) urges anglers, hunters

and other sportsmen to oppose California

Assembly Bill 3030, aggressive legislation that

threatens access to 30-percent of the state’s

coastal waters, as well as 30 percent of land

areas and inland waters.

AB 3030 Issues
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AB 3030

USDA Not on Track to Hit $16 Billion in CFAP Payments
According to the American Farm Bureau Federation, as of July 20, USDA had made $6.2

billion out of a possible $16B in CFAP payments. The largest chunk went to cattle

producers, totaling $2.7 billion, followed by dairy at $1.3 billion in payments. The third

largest sector to receive payments is corn farmers, receiving a total of $1.3 billion so far.

Read Article Here

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), in

coordination with the National Marine

Fisheries Service (NMFS), issued a proposed

rule which seeks to establish a definition of

“habitat” under the Endangered Species Act

(ESA). The proposed rule is the first of two

expected rulemakings related to the way

“habitat” and “critical habitat” are assessed

and designated under the ESA. The proposed

rule was prompted in part by the Supreme

Court’s 2018 decision in Weyerhauser Co. v.

U.S. FWS that established that any area

designated as critical habitat

must actually be habitat for the species.

While the ESA already defines “critical

habitat”, it does not do so for “habitat”.

FWS Seeks Comments on Proposed

Habitat Definition(s) Under

Endangered Species Act
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CattleFax Update June 31, 2020
Fed Cattle – Trade in the North this week ranged from $98 to $103 live, with the bulk at $100, and $160 dressed – primarily steady to
$2 higher than last week. Trade in the South was noted at primarily $97 – mostly $1 higher this week. 

Boxed Beef – Choice boxes were quoted $0.46 lower this week while Selects gained $0.71. The cutout has found stability while
demand is muted with Labor Day buying demand not yet realized. 
Feeder Cattle – Traded from steady to $4 higher. 
Calves – Traded mixed from $2 lower to $3 higher, ending near steady. 
Market Cows – Traded mostly $1 to $4 higher. 
Corn – Ended the week down 10 cents/bushel.

This final draft is improved from earlier drafts.

Now natural resource agencies are directed to

“analyze the costs & benefits” of telemetry in

light of “existing monitoring & reporting

requirements.” There are a few positive

propositions including the proposition to

“accelerate state permitting of projects that

protect & enhance fish and wildlife & water

supply reliability”. Among the 142 priorities

are several more potential threats to AG,

including a number of goals that increase

reporting requirements & costs for producers.

Governor Releases Final Water

Resilience Portfolio

https://www.agweb.com/article/usda-not-track-hit-16-billion-cfap-payments?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTWpsbE5tVXdNVGMzT1RCbSIsInQiOiJNNCtxUEhRN01CQ2RuVkhvMkd5SlpNXC9Uc0o1TE5MdG5QRVwvUExDZVgydGY2VjdiektPYnQzMWtYdGV0MkV1WUsxcUFGSG9IZnIrQWdCU3FEUkNLMjlaTW5DXC84enJuT3NGNTJ4Q0UxVk4zOFwvMldmcTBLMG0rRWpKN1VLemRSaEEifQ%3D%3D

